1. Wasnt that a colorful garden.

2. The tullips was red and yellow.

3. The window boxs is full of wildflowers.

4. Theyll bloom in Summer.

5. There was a rain shouer last night, so I havent watered the garden today.

6. Whens the sun comeing out?

7. The Smiths’s garden seem like a jungle.

8. What wonderful plants youll see.

9. The foxs didnt get into the garden.

10. Those yelow flowers will bloom in september.
1. Amy disunderstood her roll in the class play.
2. She didn't want to play the part of the grizzly bear.
3. I forget my lines the moment I stepped onstage.
4. My teacher had to remind me from behind the curtains.
5. Tanya needing to eat a watermelon onstage.
6. She slipped on one of the pits and fell on the floor?
7. Tim shouting his lines to be heard above the applause.
8. He took several bows before the curtains fell.
9. Which one of your classmates are playing the narrator?
10. Didn't you try out for the roll of the frog?
1. I is writing to ask for information about Stars.

2. Can you tell me weather the sun is the largest star.

3. Earths star is the son.

4. Their part of our galaxy, the milky Way.

5. Jack wrote a letter to his Uncle that described his first water sking lesson.

6. He tell how he saw a dolfin as he skied around an island.

7. Hazel wrote her letter to a Scientist at the museum in san Francisco.

8. She wanted to no why constellations were named after people in myths.

9. Did the scientist anser your letter about constelations?

10. Wont you consider using a dicsionary to make sure your letter has the correct spelling?
1. Beautiful blue whales live in the cold ocean waters.

2. They’re the biggest animals in the world.

3. Sled dogs were helpful in the cold climate.

4. The dog’s owner spoke to them quietly.

5. Kelly hoped she would see whales on her trip to Hawaii.

6. Last year they visited friends near the Pacific ocean.

7. Yesterday the whales will appear on the beach.

8. Some will return to the water safely.

9. Can’t whales hear sounds underwater.

10. A whale blows water from its spout.
1. People need to drank water every day?

2. When water is heats, it changes into wator vapor.

3. The water we dranked every day isn’t new.

4. Flowing streems help clean water as it moving through the water cycle.

5. Wind makes water vapor rose in the air.

6. Som of the water seeps underground and stays near the surface!

7. Most of earth’s fresh water is frozed in polar ice.

8. Steams rivers, and lakes are fresh water?

9. A dam is a hug wall that controls the flow of the river!

10. Water pollytion are a problem all over the world.